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Synthesis of Linear Sequential Machines 
Cm-TsoNc CHEN 
Department of Electrical Sciences, State University of New York, 
Stony Brook, New York 11794 
This paper studies the problem of synthesis of linear sequential machines 
from transition tables which are not necessarily coded and reduced. Two 
synthesis procedures are presented. One is adopted from linear system theory; 
the other is a modification ofCohn and Even's method. These two procedures 
not only are compntationally simpler than any existing methods, but also yield 
minimal canonical form equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the problem of synthesis of linear sequential machines 
from transition tables which are not necessarily coded and reduced. There are 
presently many synthesis procedures. The procedure developed by Cohn and 
Even (1965) requires that the inputs and outputs of transition tables be coded. 
The methods in Yau and Wang (1966) and Marino (1968) do not require 
coded inputs and outputs; however they are much more complicated than 
Cohn and Even's method. Hence Cohn and Even's method, though with its 
limitation, is introduced in most texts on sequential machine. 
The class of linear sequential machines is a subclass of linear systems, 
hence the results in linear system theory, in particular the realization pro- 
cedure, can be applied to synthesize linear sequential machines. There are, 
however, two distinct differences between linear systems and linear sequential 
machines. First, the transition table of a sequential machine may not be coded. 
Therefore, the realization of a sequential machine has the problem of coding. 
An improperly coded machine, though linear, cannot be linearly realized. 
Second, a minimal inear sequential machine is defined to have no equivalent 
states, or in linear system terminology, to be observable. It is not necessarily 
strongly connected, or in system terminology, controllable. A minimal inear 
system is, however, defined to be both controllable and observable. Hence, 
for a not strongly connected sequential machine, the realization technique in 
linear system theory cannot be directly applied. 
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In this paper, two synthesis methods are presented. One is adopted from a 
realization problem in linear system theory. I f  the transition table is strongly 
connected, the procedure is identical to the one in linear system theory. 
Otherwise, some modification has to be made. The other procedure is a 
modification of Cohn and Even's method. The modified procedure does not 
require inversion of any matrix, hence the computation required is simpler. 
Furthermore, the resulting equation is in a canonical form. Hence it is easier 
to construct by using physical components. 
In this paper all machines are assumed to be defined over the field of binary 
numbers. All results, however, can be readily extended to other finite fields. 
It is also assumed that the inputs and outputs of transition tables are coded in 
Sections 2 and 3. The coding problem will then be discussed in the subsequent 
sections. 
2. LINEAR SEQUENTIAL MACHINES 
A sequential machine is a 5-tuple M = (S, U, Y, e, g), where S consists 
of a finite number of states, U is the set of input symbols, Y is the set of 
output symbols, e maps S X U into U, and g maps S X U into Y. If, after 
proper coding, the machine can be described by an equation of form 
s(t q- 1) = As(t) q- Btt(t) (la) 
y(t) = Cs(t) + Du(t) (lb) 
where A, B, C, and D are respectively n × n, n × p, q × n, and q X p 
matrices, then the machine is a linear machine. I f  D =/= 0, the machine is 
called a Mealy machine; otherwise it is called a Moore machine. Every linear 
machine has the following superposition property: I f  { y~(t), t : 0, 1, 2,..} 
is the response of the machine due to the initial state s~(0) and the input 
{ui(t), t = 0, 1, 2,...} for i = 1, 2, then the response of the machine due to the 
initial state 31(0)@-82(0), and the input {ul(t)-f-u2(t), t = 0, 1, 2,...} is 
{yl(t) + y~(t), t = 0, 1, 2,..}. This fact will be used later in the coding of a 
linear machine. 
Consider again Eq. (1). Let bj be theflh column of B, and dj thejth column 
of D. Define the q X 1 vectors h~(t) as 
h,(O) £ d~, (2a) 
hj(t) ~ CAt-lb~ - , t = 1, 2, 3,... (2b) 
for j = 1, 2 ..... p. Then the sequence {hi(t), t = 0, 1, 2,...) is called the 
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impulse response of (1) from the]th input element o the output vector. It is 
easy to verify that h / t )  is equal to y(t) due to zero initial state and the applica- 
tion of u~-(0) = 1, uj(t) = 0, t = 1, 2,... and uk(t ) = 0 for k # j ,  t = 0, 1, 2 ..... 
where u~(t) is the jth element of u(t). Note that the impulse response of a 
machine can be easily obtained from its transition table. Once the impulse 
responses are obtained, the realization problem reduces to find A, B, C, 
and D to satisfy (2). In the following we give an algorithm to achieve this. 
First we note that D = (de) = (he(0)), hence the matrix D can be easily 
obtained. We next show how to compute A, B, and C from {hi(t), 
t = 1, 2, 3,..}. Because the machine has a finite number of states, the impulse 
response he(t) will become, after transient, periodic. Let rn~ be the sum of the 
number of steps in transient and that in one period. Let hi~(t) be the ith 
element of hs(t). Then we form the matrix 
-hn(1) h~(2) "'" hn(m~) ] ] h~(1) h1.~(2) ... hx~(m~) 
hn(2) hn(3) ... hxt(m~+ 1) ] ] hx~(2) hx~o(3) ... h~,(m~+ 1)
: : : I'"1 : : : 
hn(e:t ) hll(aX+l)"" h:tl(O'l@ml-- l) [ [ h1~(o'1) h~,(e~+l)"" hi~,(o~+m~--l) 
hn(~'a+l) hn(a~+2)"" hn(a~+mx) I I hx~o(ax+l) ha~(al+2)"" h~(al+rnr) 
I--I 
h~x(1) h2~(2) "'" h21(ml) I I h2~(1) h~(2) ... h~(m,) 
: : i I I : : : 
h~(a2) he~(a~+l).., h~(a~+rn~--l)I'"1 h~,(a~) h~o(a~+ 1)"" hel(a~+mv--1) 
h~(~2+l) h2~(a~+2)..- h2~(a~+m~) ] I h2~(a2+l) h2~,(a2+2) "'" h2~(a~+m~) 
i ]..'] : 
I--I 
hq:t(1) hql(2) "'" hq:(ml) 
hql(%) h,~a(%+ 1)"" h~l(aq+mq-- 1) 
hq~( % + 1) h,n(%+2)"" h~( % + rn~) 
I I boA1) h,,(2) ... h~Am~) 
I I : : : 
I"'1 hq~(~) hq~o(%+l).., hov(%+m~--I ) 
I I h~A,,,+ 1) h~(,,~+2).., h~A~,~+m,) 
(3) 
where a 1 is the largest integer so that the first al rows of (3) are linearly 
independent, a s is the largest integer so that, excluding the (a 1 + 1)th row, 
the first (a 1 + a2) rows of (3) are linearly independent, and so forth. In other 
words, a i is the least integer so that the (5i + 1) zx [(al + 1) + (a s + 1) + 
• " + (a i -}- 1)]th row can be expressed as a linear combination of its previous 
.rows, excluding the (a 1 -1- 1)th, (a 2 + 1)th,..., and (ai-1 -]- 1)th row. Let us 
write this linear combination as i = 1, 2,..., q, 
i a k 
h~/ai-]-1)----- E ~ ai7~(m) hkj(m), j = 1, 2 ..... p. (4) 
k=l m=l 
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The algorithm in Chen (1974) can be used to compute ov; and ask(m ). The 
algorithm is quite similar to the Gaussian elimination, and can be easily 
programmed on a digital computer. Once a i and av;k(m) are computed, the 
matrices A, B, and C can be obtained as 
1 Aq2 "'" q q 
with, fo r /=  1, 2,..., q, 
((YiX(ri) 
• 0 ! . . . .  
6 b 
a.(1) ~,(2) ~.(3) -.. ~-(~0 
By; 
and, for i @ j, 
Ii ° 0 Aii = " " 0 
(~v;x~) v;~(1) .v;j(2) 
The ith row of C is equal to, if (~i @ 0, 
hi1!2) hi2!2) . 
hiai(~,) hi2(a,) hi~iai)J 
ev; = [0""0  " . . .  0" "0"  10 " "0"0""0"  . "0" '0 ]  
G1 GI--1 O'v; O'i+ 1 Gq 
or, if a, =0 ,  
(6a) 
¢, = [av;l(1) "'" ai l (ql) i  " " "  a i , i - l (1)  "'" ai , f_ l(ff i_ l)  ! 0 "" O" "*'" 0 "'' 0] .  (6b)  
drl (~i--1 (Yi+ 1 O'q 
We see that the matrix A is in a eanonical form, and can be realized by shift 
registers. The order of A is (~1 + ~ + "'" + %). 
The equation resulted in this algorithm is always reduced and strongly 
connected. In the realization of a sequential machine from its transition table, 
although it is usually desirable to have a reduced or minimal realization, it is 
generally not required that the equation be strongly connected. Hence the 
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proposed algorithm cannot be applied directly to synthesize sequential 
machines which are not strongly connected. This difficulty will be removed in 
Section 5. 
TABLE I 
Input 
State 0 1 
a b/O0 d]lO 
b a/O0 e/lO 
c e/11 a/O1 
d c[O1 f/11 
e c/O1 gil l  
f g/lo c/oo 
g f/lO c/O0 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the machine shown in Table I. It  has one input 
and two outputs. The state a can be considered as the zero state. I f  the machine 
is in the zero state, the application of {1000...} yields 
h(O) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(4)... 
1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
The matrix D is equal to [10]' where the prime denotes the transpose. For this 
example, m 1 is equal to 2. We form the matrix 
_ [a~l(1) a . (2 ) ]  = [1 01, 
+--a~ =0 [a~l(1) a2a(2)] = [1 1]. 
For this example, a, and %(0 ean be obtained by inspection as shown. Hence 
a minimal realization is 
c = [I ° = 
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Using this equation, the states {a, b, c,..., f, g} can be easily coded• We can 
see that the coding of a and b, that of d and e, and that o f f  and g are exactly 
the same, hence there are three sets of equivalent states• 
3. MODIFICATION OF COHN AND EVEN'S METHOD 
Given a transition table with states So, sl, s 2,..., SN, and outputs y(t), 
let yi(t) be the ith element of y(t). We form the following 
yd0) 
Yd'h - 1) 
y&l) 
ydO) 
y~(~) 
S 0 gl  S 2 " '•  S N 
- - -A (1 )  - - -  
- - - A ( ~ )  - - - 
--fl(crl + 1) - -  
- - -A (1 )  - - - 
--f2(¢z - / l ) - -  
y~(0)  
y~(%) 
- - - f~(1)  - - -  
- A ( % +  1) -  
The column under si denotes the output sequences due to initial state s i and 
zero input. Note that the first row block consists of the first element of y(t). 
We use f i ( j )  to denote the rows of the table as shown. The constant a 1 is 
the least integer so that fl(cr 1 + 1) is linearly dependent on {fl(1),..., f1(~1)}; 
that is, there exist an(l), an(2),... , an(or1) such that 
A(o-, + 1) - -  a ,d l )k (1  ) + an(2)k(2) + "'" + an(a~)k(¢l) 
The constant a2 is the least integer so that f2(a ~ -q- 1) is linearly dependent 
on {fl(1) ..... fl(crl), f2(1),.., f2(a2)}. In other words, there exist a~l(1),... , 
a~l(crl) , a22(1),... , a22(a2) such that 
2 ¢7~ 
A(o-2 + 1) = ~ ~ a2~(m)fk(m ). 
k=l  m=l  
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We proceed in this manner until aq is computed. In general, we have 
k=l fa=l  
i ----- 1, 2,..., q. 
Note that the algorithm in Mital and Chen (1973) can be used to compute 
ai~ and ai • Once these are computed, we form matrices A and C exactly as 
in (5) and (6). These will be the matrices in the realization. By deleting the 
rows f l (a l  + 1), f2(a~ + 1),..., fq(aq + 1) in the table, the column vector 
under state si will be the coding of si • Once A, C, and the coding of the states 
are obtained, the matrices B and D can be easily obtained from the table. 
The dimension of the realization is al + a2 + "'" + %- 
The proof of the correctness of this algorithm is similar to the proof in 
Mital and Chen (1973), and is therefore omitted in this paper. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
table 
a 
yl(O) o 
yl(l) 0 
y~(2) 0 
y2(0) 0 
Consider again the machine shown in Table I. We form the 
b c d e f  g 
0 1 0 0 1 1  
0 0 1 1 1 1  
0 1 0 0 1 1  
0 1 1 1 0 0  
~1 -~2 
[a~(1) a11(2)1 ---- [1 0], 
~2 = 0 [a21(1) a21(2)1 = [1 1]. 
For this example, ai and ai~" can be obtained by inspection. The matrices 
A, C are 
The coding of the states is 
 --Ill, 
The application of input 1 to the zero state yields output [ol]. Hence the matrix 
D is given by 
__ [ ; ]  
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The application of input 1 moves the zero state to state d which is coded as 
[~]. Hence the matrix B is given by 
4. STRONGLY CONNECTED MACHINE 
In this section we shall apply the introduced synthesis procedures to 
transition tables which are strongly connected but not coded. The first step 
in the synthesis is the coding of the table. Instead of first coding the states 
as in the existing methods, we first code the inputs and outputs. Since the 
number of outputs is generally smaller than that of states, the coding procedure 
is much simpler. 
It is well known that any unit-period state in a transition table can be 
assigned as the zero state. The corresponding input symbol and the output 
symbol will then be the zero input vector and the zero output vector. Suppose 
there are k input symbols. Let p be the least integer such that 2 ~ ~> k. Then 
excluding the zero input symbol, any p linearly independent input symbols 
can be arbitrarily coded. The input symbols il, i 2 ,..., i~ are said to be linearly 
independent if the output due to each of them cannot be obtained as a linear 
combination of the outputs due to the remaining input symbols. Let i 0 be 
the zero input, and let i 3, be coded as thejth column of the p × p unit matrix. 
Then the outputs due to {i~ i0 i 0 i 0 ...} are the impulse responses of the 
machine. In the coding of the output symbols, only those which appear in the 
impulse responses have to be coded in employing the procedure introduced in 
Section 2. 
A set of output symbols is said to be linearly independent if each of them 
cannot be obtained as a linear combination of the remainder by the application 
of the superposition property (see Example 4). Let I be the number of output 
symbols, and q be the least integer such that 2 q ~> l. Then, excluding the 
zero output symbol, any q linearly independent output symbols can be 
arbitrarily coded. To code the remaining (l --  q -- 1) output symbols, we may 
assume the machine to be linear, and then use the superposition property to 
obtain (l -- q -- 1) equations. Using these equations, all output symbols can 
be coded. Once all output symbols are coded, a realization can then be 
obtained by employing the introduced realization procedures. If the resulting 
equation describes every state transition of the machine, then the machine is 
indeed linear. Otherwise, the machine is a nonlinear machine. 
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TABLE II 
Input 
State io i~ i2 
So So/Wo s~lw~ s~/w~ 
~ ~/w~ s~/w~ ~/w~ 
s~ So/W~ ~/Wo sdw~ 
s~ SJWo s~/w~ So/W~ 
s~ ~1~o s~l~ s~,lw~ 
s~ s~lw~ s~lw~ SJWo 
36 S4/W2 $1/W3 812/Wl 
s~ so/w~ s,dw~ sdw~ 
• ~ sdw~ s~lwo ~olw~ 
~o ~lw~ s~fwo ~lw~. 
• ~ ~lw~ s,l~ ~f~o 
~ ~lw~ ~oI~ ~I~ 
s~ s~lw~ s~/Wo s~/w~ 
s~ sdw~ s~/w~ SdWo 
~ s~l~ ~olw~ s~lwo 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the transition table shown in Table  I I .  Clearly s o 
can be chosen as the zero state, io as the zero input vector, and w 0 as the zero 
output vectors. I f  i 1 is coded as [~] and i 2 as [0], then the impulse responses of 
the machine are 
and 
~'~ L ~'~ i w,w~ow~ i w~W~o~ i w~W~WoV~ i "") 
(w~ I W~WoW~W~ i W2Wow~wl i W2WoW3W~ i "") 
There  are 4 output symbols. Excluding w o , any two of them can be arbitrarily 
coded. To  code the remaining one, we have to find one relationship among 
w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 . F rom the table, we have 
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and 
{So , il] -+ w 1 , 
where the first equation means that w 2 is the response due to initial state q 
and input i o . Since s 1 + h = So and i o + i 1 = i l, if the machine is linear, 
then 
W2 @ Wa ~ W 1 . 
Now we may code w 1 and w e arbitrarily as 
-=['o], -=[°1] 
Then w a becomes [11]' .  With these codings, the impulse responses become 
1 
0 
1 
1 
Oi  1 0 0 111  0 0 1 / "" 
11010 1 'l 01  0 11 I ~°°o 
0 0 1 i i  0 0 1 11 ..- 
1 0 1 011  0 1 0 I I ' ' '  • 
The matrix D is given by 
From the impulse responses, 
= [lo I] 
we havem 1 -5andre  2 =4.  Weform °11 0 1 
1 
0 
0 0 1 0 0 1  
0 1 1 0 1 1  
1 1 0 1 1 0  
1 0 0 1 0 0  
0 0 1 0 0 1  
1 0 1 1 0 1  
_ 
0 
0 
1 ~--e  1 = 4 
1 
0 +-% = 0 
[al l( l)  ala(2) a11(3) an(4)] 
=[0  1 1 1], 
[a2~(1) a2~(2) a2~(3) a2d4)] 
= [0 1 1 0]. 
For this example, ei and a,j can be obtained by inspection as shown. Hence a 
realization of the impulse response is [ 1o 1 A= 0 1 
0 0 
1 1 
B z 
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[100 00] o [l 1] 
C= 0 1 1 ' 0 " 
It is straightforward to verify that the equation does describe the machine 
shown in Table II, hence the machine is a linear machine, and the equation 
is a minimal realization of the machine. 
I f  the existing methods are used to realize the machine, the states must 
first be coded. There are totally 16 states, their codings and subsequent 
realization are more complicated than the method employed in this example. 
Once the outputs are coded, the modified Cohn and Even's method intro- 
duced in Section 3 can also be used to synthesize the table. We form 
yl(0) 
yl(1) 
y1(2) 
yx(3) 
y1(4) 
y~(0) 
$0 $1 S2 $3 $4 $5 S6 S7 28 $9 $10 $11 $12 $13 S14 S15 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
0 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
By inspection, we have a 1 ---- 4, % = 0 and 
[an(l) an(2) an(3) an(4)] = [0 1 1 11, 
[a21(1 ) aa(2 ) az,(3) a21(4)1 = [0 1 1 0]. 
Hence the matrices A and C are given by 
l i° i]  L A= 0 1 C___ 1 0 0 0 0 ' 0 1 1 " 
1 1 
The application of i1(i2) to state s o yields output wl(wa) , hence the matrix D 
is given by 
I] 
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The application of i~(i2) moves s o to sT(s6) , hence the matrix B is given by 
B = 
This result is identical to the one obtained previously. 
5. NOT STRONGLY CONNECTED i~'IACHINES 
Consider a transition table which is not strongly connected. I f we apply the 
realization procedure introduced in Section 2 to the transition table, we will 
never obtain a realization which describes the table. Because the obtained 
equation is always strongly connected, it will describe at most part of the 
transition table. This difficulty can be easily overcome by increasing the 
dimension of the input space and making the transition table strongly con- 
nected. This is best illustrated by an example. 
TABLE III 
State 
Input 
io h i2 [o] [lo] [o] i3 
$1 $6 $4 S$ 
$2 S1 S3 S8 
$3 $2 $7 S6 
$4 $3 S1 S5 
$5 $4 S6 57 
$6 $5 $8 $3 
$7 S8 S5 S1 
$8 S7 S2 S4 
S9 $11 S12 S9 
$10 S9 $10 $11 
Sll Sl0 S9 $12 
$12 $12 $11 SI0 $7 
Output 
w 1 
w2 
W3 
w 4 
w 5 
W6 
W7 
Ws 
w 9 
Wl0 
Wll 
W12 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the machine given in Table I I I .  The part on the 
left-hand side of the vertical dotted line is given in Marino (1968). The input 
64313212-3 
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is already coded. Clearly, s12 is the zero state. The given machine is not 
strongly connected, because if the machine is initially in state sl~, no matter 
what input is applied, the state of the machine always remains in the set 
{sg, sl0, s l l ,  sl~ }. There are many possible ways to make the machine strongly 
connected. We introduce input i 8 as shown in Table I I I ,  which transforms 12 
into s 7 , to make the table strongly connected. Note that the transformation 
of states other than sl~ by i 3 are not needed in the realization. In the original 
transition table, no output is specified. We specify the output as shown. 
Clearly w12 is the zero output. 
The impulse responses (the outputs due to {i/oioi o ".'}, j ~- 1, 2, 3) of the 
machine are 
wx~ I WxlWlOW9 i wxxWloW9 i --- 
~1~ I Wxo~Wxl ! W~o~Xl i "-- 
wx~ IwTw8 i ~ ,~8 i " ' .  
We see that only w~., i = 7-12 appear in the impulse responses, hence only 
these 6 output symbols have to be coded. We use {sn,/1}--~ {wn, wg} to 
denote the outputs due to state s n and the state which results from the 
application of i 1 to Sll. Because of {Sn, il} --+ {Wlx, Wg}, {Sll,/o} -+ {Wll, wl0} 
and {sx2 , ix} ~ {w12 , wll}, we have w 9 + Wxo = w u . Similarly, we have 
w 2 + W7 : Wl l ,  w 1 + w s ~ w19,  W 5 + w 8 : Wl l ,  w 4+ W 7 : Wl0 .  
Since there are 12 output symbols, 4 linearly independent symbols can be 
arbitrarily coded. Clearly wn,  Wxo , ws, and w v are linearly independent, 
hence we may code them arbitrarily as 
W12 : :, $-/dll ~-~ , WlO : 
ws = , and W 7 : 
Since w 9 = wlo + Wll, hence 
W 9 ~-  
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and the impulse responses 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
It is clear that D = O. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
We 
become 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
form 
1 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
• -" ° 
-101  
011  
110  
011  
000  
000  
000  
000  
o11;  11 010 0 lO l l  
I 
1 10 l lO  0 
000 O l  
000  1 0 
000 01  
O00[ I10  
~--- O~1 ~-2  
DI~(1) ~11(2)] = [1 l j, 
+---0" 2 = 0  
[a2,(1) %(2)] [0 1], 
"~-- 0-g ~ 2 
[aal(1 ) aal(2)" a~a(1 ) aaa(2)] = [0 0 " 10], 
~-  0-4 = 0 [a~,(1) a41(2) i a4~(1) ~4~(2)] = [0 0 ! 0 13. 
Hence a realization of the impulse responses i
A = 
[Ol,O ]r o 
1 110 0 1 
- - - f - -  , B= 
0 010 0 
00 l l l  0 
C _ 
[ ool o 
0 1 ' 
0 0 
D=0.  
i] 
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The last column of B must be deleted, because its presence is due to the 
introduction of i 3 . The matrix B after deleting its last column will be called 
B t . Now it is straightforward to verify that the transition table is indeed 
described by the above matrices. Hence the machine is linear and {A, B 1 , C} 
is its minimal realization. 
For this example, if we want to apply the modified Cohn and Even's 
method, then the output {w 1 , w 2 ,.,., wG} must also be coded. Our algorithm 
however does not require the coding of {w 1 , w 2 , . . . ,  w6}. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented two methods to compute minimal equations 
from transition tables which are not necessarily coded, reduced or strongly 
connected. One of the methods tarts with the coding of the output symbols 
which appear in the impulse responses. Since the number of output symbols 
is generally smaller than that of states, the proposed procedure is generally 
simpler than the existing ones. 
Once all output symbols are coded, the modified Cohn and Even's method 
can then be applied. Compared with the original Cohn and Even's method, 
there are two advantages in the proposed method. First, no inversion of any 
matrix is required, hence the proposed method is simpler computationally. 
Second, the resulting equation is in a canonical form, hence it is easier to 
implement. 
A comparison between the two proposed methods is in order. The size of 
the matrix used by the method introduced in Section 2 is smaller than that 
used by the modified Cohn and Even's method. Furthermore, only those 
output symbols appeared in the impulse responses need to be coded by using 
the method introduced in Section 2. The method, however, must check 
whether the table is strongly connected or not. This is not required in Cohn 
and Even's method. 
To check whether a machine is linear by using the proposed methods is 
accomplished only after the equation is computed. I f  the equation describes 
the machine, the machine is indeed linear; otherwise, the machine is non- 
linear, and the obtained equation must be discarded. It is possible to check 
the linearity of a machine without first computing a realization. This can be 
accomplished by searching a testing input sequence in fault-detection experi- 
ments. The testing input sequence is designed to carry out every state 
transition in the table. We then convolute the input sequence with the 
impulse responses. If the computed output is the same as the output obtained 
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directly from the table, then the machine is linear; otherwise it is nonlinear. 
However, the computation required in this approach seems comparable with 
that needed in the realization. Hence we may just as well compute the realiza- 
tion, and then check the linearity of the table. 
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